Hereditarily indecomposable continua are characterized by giving a condition which some defining sequence for the continua must satisfy.
there is an element C in Gt such that the elements ofLx or L2 together with C form a coherent collection the union of whose elements intersects both A and B.
Proof. Suppose M is a compact continuum which has a defining sequence as described in the statement of the theorem. Assume that M has a subcontinuum M' which is the union of two proper subcontinua H and K. Choose a point x from H-K and a point y from K-H. There is a positive integer ;0 such that each P and Q in G{ which contains x and y, respectively, have disjoint closures and each chain E of open sets of G, with no more than three links has the property that if E* contains x then F* does not intersect K and if F* contains y then E* does not intersect H. Let A and B denote two elements of G, which contain x and y, respectively. Choose any natural number/,>/". The collection L = {g e Gj(¡:g intersects M'} is a coherent subcollection of G, such that L* intersects A and B. The union of the two coherent collections Lx = {g e G¡ :g intersects H) and L2-{geGj :g intersects K} is the collection /, and G¡o does not contain an element Csuch that Lxu{C} or L2u{C} is a coherent collection with elements intersecting A and B. This contradiction shows that M' must be indecomposable; therefore, M is hereditarily indecomposable.
Suppose M is a hereditarily indecomposable continuum and Gx, G2, • ■ ■ is any defining sequence for M. Assume that, for some integer /", there are elements A and B of G, which have disjoint closures and which have the property that, for each natural number k, a coherent subcollection of G, +k is the union of two coherent collections LkX and Lk2 such that both A and B are intersected by L*i\jL*2 and if C is an element of G, then neither Lki^J{C} nor Lk2\j{C) is a coherent collection which has the union of its elements intersecting both A and B. Notation is now chosen such that L*i intersects A and L*2 intersects B for all natural numbers k. Due to L*i intersecting A for each k, there is a point x0 of Ä which is also a point of rim=iCl(UfcLm L*i). A sequence of points xx, x2, • ■ • of Mean be found such that the sequence converges to x0 and such that there is a subsequence kx, k2, ■ ■ ■ of natural numbers with x¡ e L*x for each natural number i. The set L*2 intersects B for each /; thus, there is a point y0 of B and a subsequence mx, m2, ■ ■ ■ ofkx, k2, • • • such that a sequence of points yx, y2, ■ • ■ of M converges to y0 with yi e L*¡2 for each i. Define Mx to be the set nSa Clfljilj L*,i) and M2 to be the set n?-i cl(U,=, L*m¡2). Notice that point x0 does not belong to M2; otherwise, an element D of G¿ that contains x0 would intersect L* 2 for some /, which would imply that Lm. 2U{D} would be a coherent collection with one of its elements intersecting A, namely D, and one of its elements intersecting B. Similarly, Mx does not contain y0. Since L*fl and L* 2 intersect for each /, A/j and M2 have a common point. We now show that Mx and M2 are each connected. Suppose MX=H\JK where //and A are mutually exclusive closed sets. Suppose x0 belongs to H. There are open sets DH and DK containing H and A as subsets, respectively, such that DH does not intersect DK. Since F>H contains x0, DH contains all but at most finitely many of the terms of the sequence xx, x2, ■ • ■ ; thus, DH intersects all but at most finitely many of the sets L" 1; L* x, ■ ■ • . Since DK contains a point of Mx, DK intersects infinitely many of the sets L" x> Lm x, ' ' ' • This shows that there is a subsequence nx, n2, • ■ ■ of mx, m2, • ■ ■ such that each of DH and DK intersects L*.x, for each /. There is an m0 such that each chain of elements of Gm (m^.m0) has more than three links if one of its links intersects DH and one of its links intersects DK. This shows that there is a sequence of open sets gx,g2, ■ • • such that gi e Ln .x and gf does not intersect DH or DK for each i. Letting z( e g( for each i, there is a limit point of the set {zx, z2, ■ ■ •} which is a point of Mx and which is not a point of DH or DK. This contradiction proves that Mx is connected. The set M2 is connected by a similar argument. Now MX\JM2 has been proven to be a decomposable subcontinuum of M. We must conclude that Gx, G2, ■ • ■ has the property as described in the theorem.
